Instructions on using the black dispensing bottle.

This UV bottle is black so it blocks 100% of all UV light, it features a built in dispensing tip.

You must pierce the end of the tip before using (pierce don’t cut). Our needle tool or bead reamer tool make good sized holes. You can also use a large sewing needle. Basically you want to pierce a small hole at first to see if it works for you, later you can always make the hole larger if you find you need the epoxy to dispense faster.

While the bottle contains 2oz of epoxy it’s capacity is almost twice that and for good reason, you don’t want the epoxy to start coming out when you barely start tipping the bottle over so it’s oversized to prevent this from happening.

After piercing the bottle is ready to use. Simply tip over and squeeze gently. When done be sure to replace the white cap.

While the bottle is black and blocks all UV light you should still not store it in direct sunlight as it may overheat the epoxy causing the lifespan to be shortened. Simply store in a cool dark place.